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Thank you for joining Presentation House Theatre (PHT) as we present 
Listen To Me, a joyful, interactive play about hearing the world of music 
through different ears. Listen To Me was commissioned and premiered 
in 2012 as Here to Hear by Carousel Players under the direction of 
Pablo Felices-Luna. The play seeks to empower the composer in 
everyone. 

“There’s no age limit for enjoying this ridiculously hilarious show” 
THE STANDARD NEWSPAPER, ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

“MUSIC IN THE AIR: You don’t see many shows aimed at very young audiences, 
but Linda A. Carson and Cathy Nosaty’s new play really turns on kids four 
to eight. Listen To Me is a charmer, both entertaining and a lesson on 
cooperating, understanding other points of view and working together.” 
NOW TORONTO MAGAZINE
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Words from the 
Playwrights
“The spark for this play came from a young four 
year old friend of mine, Luka. I was visiting Luka 
when he bounded into the room and said, “Hey, 
let’s make some music!” And just like that, Luka 
put sounds and pitches into patterns using 
various objects in the room and started to sing. 
Luka was “making music” much like I would go 
about making a cake. He knew his ingredients 
so well that he could improvise with them to 
come up with different flavours. Luka’s mom just 
happened to be my gifted musician friend Cathy 
Nosaty. That same day we decided to collaborate 
on a new project for 3 - 8 year olds that would 
explore how music is made. That initial spark 
ignited into a two year writing process that led 
to our new play, Listen To Me. It is my hope 
that school groups, families and friends will not 
only go home from this play beaming about the 
experience, but also begin to make music of their 
own.” 

Linda A. Carson

 “When Linda suggested that we write a play 
together about music, family and new friends 
I was both excited and filled with trepidation. I 
had worked in theatre as a musician and sound 
designer for many years but I had never tried 
co-writing a play. However, the idea of working 
with Linda to tell this story was so appealing 
that I happily jumped in and after many hours, 
discussions, experiments and sing-a-longs Listen 
To Me was born!  THANKS and happy listening.”

Cathy Nosaty

Words from the 
Director 
Dear Teachers,

Creating and presenting professional theatre for the very 
young is core to the vision of Presentation House Theatre. 
We believe theatre is an effective tool in the development 
of the “whole” child. We strive to create an immersive 
experience of the imagination for both the children and 
the adults, an experience that puts them into the same 
world, where everyone is different but equal. I like what 
Maurice Sendak had to say about the importance of a 
child’s imagination: “Getting through the day is like 
crossing a minefield.  Children know that. They work to 
protect their parents from the harshness of childhood, 
and from anything that might frighten them.  Children 
live on familiar terms with disrupting emotions. They 
continually cope with frustration as best they can. And 
it is through fantasy that children achieve catharsis.”      

I like to call what we do “Theatre Beyond Adults” rather 
than “Theatre for Young Audiences.” For me, the most 
effective plays for young children engage the adults in the 
audience equally as well as the children. Reaching the 
adult in the theatre is not so hard, but to awaken the child 
inside of that adult through a theatrical experience can 
be challenging. I had the opportunity to collaborate with 
poet Dennis Lee who has a wonderful understanding of 
children and how to create for them. He told me humans 
are like trees: inside each one of us are several children 
of different ages, like the rings of growth. These children 
inhabit our lives, even as adults. He tries to access each of 
these children when he writes.  He would access his four 
year old for one poem, and then his ten year old for another. 
He said it takes rigour and practice to summon each child 
to the surface. Although similar in nature, each one is 
much different in its understanding and view of the world. 
Our work for 3 to 7 year olds uses interactive, immersive 
experiences to release the 3 to 7 year old in all of us.

Finally, thank you for making this a trip to our theatre. We 
need the actual theatre space to fully create and design 
these immersive experiences for both the child and the 
adult. We ourselves love the work and the challenge. Again, 
to quote Maurice Sendak  “Kids tell you what they think, 
not what they think they think.  They are very brave 
little creatures. They are people who don’t lie, who 
aren’t hypocrites. They are perhaps the only reasonably 
sane audience left.”  

I hope you have a great experience in our theatre.

Sincerely, 
Kim Selody

Rights: Many of the exercises in this guide are adapted from 
age-old theatre exercises. PHT is not attempting to claim the 
exercises as their own inventions. Where no credit is given, 
the original source is unknown.  
* Rights are Reserved for the contents included in the LISTEN 
TO ME Study Guide.
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WHO’S WHO ON THE LISTEN TO ME 
TEAM? 
THE DIRECTOR

KIM SELODY
 Kim has worked as a writer, director and actor in Canadian theatre for over 30 years. 

He has directed more than 100 productions, many being world premieres for youth 
and young audiences. He has written several plays including Silverwing, The 

Hobbit, Fool’s Angel, Synthetic Energy, Suddenly Shakespeare and The Last Drop.  
Recently Kim wrote and co-created L’en Vol Du L’ange for Montreal’s Dynamo 
Theatre, currently touring Quebec, France and Spain. He also co-created and 
directed a musical version of The Cat Came Back with Jay Brazeau and Fred 
Penner for MTYP.  Recently, Kim left his position as a Theatre Officer with the 
Canada Council to become Artistic Director of Presentation House Theatre in 

North Vancouver. From 1999 to 2006, he was Artistic Director of Carousel Players 
in Southern Ontario, a company noted for its international collaborations for Young 

Audiences.  From 1991 to 1996 he was the Artistic Director of the Playwrights Theatre 
Centre in Vancouver. He has studied clown with Philippe Gaulier, movement with Monika 

Pagneau and theatre with Ugenio Barba. From 1979 to 1986 he wrote and performed with 
Vancouver’s Axis Theatre, creating work mainly for young audiences.  

THE ACTORS

JULIE TREPANIER: Amanda
Listen To Me marks Julie’s first collaboration with Presentation House Theatre and she 

could not be more pleased to join such a lovely group of people.  Julie is a multi-Jessie 
Richardson award winner who has performed from coast to coast of this big country. 

Originally from Montreal, Julie moved to Vancouver to attend the Musical Theatre 
Diploma Program at Capilano University. Recently she was seen as Chloe in 
Theatre La Seizieme’s production of Deux ans de votre vie. Also at La Seizieme, 
Julie appeared as Sophie in Des fraises en Janvier, Lily in Selfie and Carmen in À 
toi, pour toujours, ta Marie-Lou. Julie is a graduate of the National Theatre School 
of Canada. 

We asked Julie, “What do you like most about your job as an actor?” 

Julie: I like the direct contact with the public. During a performance, I love to feel the 
energy shift in the room as the audience settles in and starts to give focus and attention to 
the story. I like that I can feel and feed their reactions as the story progresses. My favourite 
moments are ones that happen spontaneously in collaboration with the audience: they feed 
me and I feed them; I find this very exciting and rewarding too. 
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“What do you find most challenging about your job as an actor?”

Julie: The most challenging is the insecurity and the unpredictability that comes with 
working gigs as opposed to a full time job. It can be difficult sometimes to plan ahead, 
although I enjoy that I don’t ever fall into a routine.

“Anything else you’d like to tell us?”

Julie: Recently, I have been creating and producing work as well as performing.  Creation is 
definitely something I want to make more room for in my practice. I think it requires a great 
deal of courage but the rewards are unparalleled. 

When I think of my future in the theatre I hope it will be filled with varied challenges and 
collaborations both within and outside Canada. I think of refining and furthering my 
interpretive skills as well as my creative ones. 

WILLIAM VICKERS: Len 
Bill is a 28 year member of the Shaw Festival acting ensemble and has worked for major 

regional theatres across Canada.  He also spent three seasons with the Stratford 
Festival.  He is a graduate of Bishop’s University and The National Theatre School of 

Canada.

Bill makes Niagara, Ontario his home where he has worked with the Niagara 
Symphony, the Niagara International Chamber Music Festival and Carousel 
Players - who first produced this magical play!  Enjoy the show.

We asked Bill, “When did you become interested in theatre?” 

Bill: My mother reading bedtime stories.

“What did you like most about working on Listen To Me?”

Bill:  Creating the character of Sparky, making Sparky come to life and then playing with it/
her/him.   (I think Sparky is a She)

“What is the most challenging thing about your job?”

Bill:  Finding honesty, making the pretend seem real. (Is that being a really good liar?)  But 
the search for truth is what makes my job fun and gives it meaning. And loneliness is a 
big challenge - being away from my wife.

“Anything else you’d like to tell us?” 

Bill: NEVER be ashamed of the things that make you different from other people.  Celebrate 
those differences!! 
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THE PLAYWRIGHTS

LINDA A. CARSON
Linda, a graduate of Vancouver’s Studio 58, has been a professional actor, writer and 

teacher for the past 30 years. She is one of the co-creators of the hit play Mom’s the 
Word, and has written many plays for young audiences including Jack and The Bean, 

Here to Hear, George and Martha, and Dying to Be Thin. Linda has performed for 
theatres across Canada, and appeared most recently in Where The Wild Things 
Are (Presentation House Theatre). 

We asked Linda, “What do you like most about writing for the theatre?”

Linda: I like working in theatre because it puts me in touch with a larger and larger 
community of people. At first I am on my own coming up with an idea, but then lots 

of other artists become involved in the creation process, and finally, the audience 
joins in. I also love working in theatre because of its potential to transport people - 

through their imaginations - to exciting places and spaces that help put ourselves and 
our place in the real world into perspective. 

CATHY NOSATY: (Also Original Music and Sound 
Design) 

Cathy Nosaty enjoys a diverse career as a musician, composer, sound designer, musical 
director and artist educator. She began her musical training as a classical pianist and 

her love of creative collaboration led to work in dance, theatre and film. Over the past 
thirty years she has created scores for more than ninety productions for regional 
and independent theatre companies across Canada.

We asked Cathy, “What did you like most about working on Listen To Me?”

Cathy: I really enjoyed creating the play with Linda Carson and the challenge of 
creating the sound and language of our little creature, Sparky. 

“What got you into theatre?”

Cathy: I’ve always been a musician -  I’ve played piano since I was three years old! 
That’s a VERY LONG TIME!  Many years ago I got a phone call from a theatre company 

called Manitoba Theatre for Young People. They were looking for a synthesizer player to 
tour with a production called Alligator Pie, a play based on the poems of Dennis Lee. I 
toured with them for three months and improvised some additional music for the show. 
Then they asked me to tour and play live for two other shows that season.  I really enjoyed 
those rehearsals and tours so when they asked me to write some music for their shows 
the next season I said, “Yes!” Over 27 seasons I wrote music for more than 60 shows that 
Manitoba Theatre for Young People produced.  My work at MTYP led to more and more 
theatre gigs (that’s what musicians call ‘jobs’) with different theatres across Canada.

“What is your job as a musician?”

Cathy: I have many different jobs as a musician. Sometimes I accompany singers on 
the piano, synthesizer or accordion, sometimes I write music for theatre productions, 
sometimes I write music for documentary films, and sometimes I’m an artist educator who 
leads music workshops with people of all ages.

“What do you like most about your job?”

Cathy: I love the variety!  And I’m always learning more about music and life.
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“What is the most challenging thing about your job?”

Cathy: It’s challenging sometimes to keep track of all the different things I do because I’m 
often working on four or five projects or gigs at the same time.  It is difficult for me to take a 
day off but I’m getting better at this because I want to hang out with my husband, our two 
sons and our dog.

“Anything else you’d like to tell us?”

Cathy: Work hard, especially at things that you’re interested in and always try to do your 
best. You never know where your curiosity, enthusiasm and hard work might take you!

THE DESIGN TEAM

BRAD TRENAMAN: Lighting Designer 
Having just moved to North Vancouver from Toronto, Brad is very excited for his debut 

season working with Presentation House Theatre. Recent designs include the new 
Canadian production of CATS at the Panasonic Theatre, and Canadian Stage 

Company’s Shakespeare in High Park. His work in dance includes lighting for 
Ballet Creole, Debbie Wilson, Janak Khendry, Menaka Thakkar, Shawn Byfield, 
The Stepcrew and The Virsky Ukrainian Dance Company. Other credits include 
designs for YPT, Carousel Players, singer Matt Dusk, magician Ted Outerbridge, 
His Holiness The Dalai Lama (Skydome) and the National Chinese Acrobats (Sony 
Centre). He also lit Menopause, the Musical at the Luxor (Las Vegas) where it 

ran for six years. Brad has contributed many articles to Professional Lighting and 
Production Magazine and he is member of Associated Designers of Canada. He is 

currently pursuing his MFA in Theatre Design at York University. His website is  
http://www.batlighting.com/. 

MICHAEL GREVES: Set, Props and Costume Design
Michael has designed six shows for Carousel Players: The Invisible Girl, There’s a Mouse 

in My House, The Big League, The Remarkable Flight of Marnie MacPhee, Here to 
Hear and The Forest in My Room. Most recently, Michael designed set and props 

for the premiere production of Outside with Roseneath Theatre, Toronto. He has 
also participated in three Commotion projects: a joint project with Carousel, Brock 
University and local high schools. Michael is a Graduate of both Brock University 
and Niagara College.  

We asked Michael, “What got you into theatre?”

Michael: I have been involved with theatre since I was six years old, and through 
both public and high school was able to participate in choirs, music lessons for 

clarinet and saxophone, and theatre productions. Since my community includes a 
large scale theatre, the Shaw Festival, I was able to observe and participate in creating 

some amazing pieces of theatre from a young age.

“What do you like most about working in theatre?”

Michael: The challenges of a new show is what I enjoy most - designers are often working 
on shows which have been done many times before, and they will simply be trying to 
find something to breathe new life into them. With a show that has never been produced 
before, I have more freedom (and more challenges!) to explore what the world looks like 
and how that world works.
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What did you find the most interesting part of working on Listen To Me?

Michael: Making the basic world seem and feel real and layering the unusual aspects of 
little Sparky’s behavior on top of that world was very interesting for me.

Anything else you’d like to tell us?

Michael: There are many different parts of being a designer - sometimes you are 
working on shows simply as a set designer and sometimes you are also building props 
and costumes. Having multiple talents and skills as a designer can be extremely helpful, 
especially when you are creating something with unusual demands like Listen To Me.

GAVIN FEARON: Projection Designer
Gavin’s selected credits include sound design for NGGRFG (Young People’s Theatre), 

lighting and sound design for The Remarkable Flight of Marnie McPhee (Carousel 
Players), sound design for Trouble in Tahiti, Maria Severa (Shaw Festival), Nearly 

Lear (Magpie Theatre), and Le Misanthrope, Bonbons Assortis (Theatre Francais 
de Toronto). Gavin lives in Niagara where he is the Technical Director for Dramatic 
Arts at Brock University’s Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and Performing Arts. He 
is a generalist and a maker. 

THE STAGE MANAGER: INGRID TURK
Ingrid has been a stage manager for more than 25 years. Favorite productions include 

The Orphan Muses with Touchstone Theatre and Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf at 
the Arts Club Theatre. She recently stage-managed For the Pleasure of Seeing Her 

Again at the Richmond Gateway Theatre and My Fair Lady for Royal City Musical 
Theatre. Ingrid is a graduate of Studio 58 and is a House Manager at Bard on the 
Beach. She is also an audio-describer for Vocal Eye, the organization that provides 
description of live performances for patrons with limited vision.

We asked Ingrid, “What first got you into theatre?”

Ingrid: Theatre was my hobby during school because I loved performing, but I 
intended to become a journalist. When I applied to college, they asked me to put 

down my second choice, just in case, so I put theatre. I was thrilled to be offered the 
chance to audition for the program, and really thrilled when I was accepted! That was at 

Langara College in Vancouver. It was kind of an accident, but a very good one, because I 
went from acting to stage managing, which I really love, even more than acting. 

“What is your job as a Stage Manager?”

Ingrid: My job as a stage manager is to keep everything organized when we’re practising 
the show, helping the actors remember what they’re supposed to do when they forget. 
Once we have audiences I still help to keep things organized, a bit like a coach. Putting on a 
show is like being on a team.
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LIGHTING AND SOUND OPERATOR:  
MATTHEW LATIMER

My job as the Head Technician includes helping every performance look and sound its 
best. Every show that comes to Presentation House Theatre has different needs from 

the lighting and audio system, and I get to set up and operate those systems to make 
each show run smoothly.

I like my job because it lets me meet all sorts of interesting people, and interesting 
challenges. I get new puzzles to solve with every show, and new friends to figure 
them out with.

My ten year wish is for a bigger theatre, with lots more lights and sounds, and lots 
more interesting shows to help with.

PRESENTATION HOUSE THEATRE OFFICE STAFF
Kim Selody | Artistic Director

kimselody@phtheatre.org

604.990.3473

Marc-Andre Boyes-Manseau | Managing Director

gm@phtheatre.org

604.973.0106

Doris Pfister Murphy | Publicity and Marketing

marketing@phtheatre.org

604.990.3473

Martin Alldred | Box Office Manager

boxoffice@phtheatre.org    

604.990.3474

Giselle Clarke-Trenaman | Production Coordinator-Facilities Manager  

tech@phtheatre.org

604.990.3473
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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
The act of taking students to a theatre to experience a live theatrical production with 
live professional actors is a particularly good fit for the new B.C. Curriculum. It will not 
only provide curriculum connections during the play but spark many curriculum driven 
classroom discussions and follow-up activities. 

The new curriculum is designed to “respond to the demanding world our students are 
entering”. The father and daughter characters in our play Listen To Me debate about the 
value of the old music compared to the new music his daughter is making and the way 
his daughter is communicating with his audience. The play is designed to stimulate the 
audience to listen to each other and become curious about new points of view. 

The new curriculum gives the opportunity for teachers “to capture the energy” of their 
student’s interests and direct it towards hands-on “personalized learning”. Listen To Me 
provides lots of opportunities for each student to become interested in something to 
explore further, whether that be creating sounds and music , characters and stories, or 
finding out how the set, lights, magic of technology in the show work. 

Listen To Me provides a “hands on” learning experience by asking the audience to 
become involved with the actors and the action of the play thus providing an excellent 
opportunity for the “do” component of the core curriculum model: “Think-Do-Understand”. 

Finally, the two characters in Listen To Me explore new technology and innovation to 
capture the sounds of the audience and make a new song. Technology is also used in the 
creation of the play’s surprise character, Sparky.

ARTS CURRICULUM CONTENT
Listen To Me is a dramatic play about how music is created that involves audience 
engagement and covers many areas in the Arts Curriculum. Theatre is unique in that 
it incorporates all the art forms in one package: Visual artists work on the set, lighting 
and costume designs; writers work on the concepts, and the actors use their theatrical 
skills of movement, music and drama to bring their characters to life. Listen To Me, with 
its interactive play with the audience, also works with these other big ideas of the Arts 
Curriculum:

Creative experiences involve an interplay between exploration, inquiry, and purposeful 
choice.

The arts connect our experiences to the experiences of others.

More specifically, this play will cover:

• drama: character, time, place, plot, tension

• music: beat/pulse, duration, rhythm, tempo, pitch, timbre, dynamics, form, texture (the 
students actively use these elements of music in the show)

• visual arts: elements of design: (set, costume, props and lighting design)

• technologies, tools, and techniques to support arts activities  (the play uses new 
technology to make music and tell its story) 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE & SOCIAL STUDIES 
CURRICULUM  & LISTEN TO ME
Language Arts: Big idea curriculum connections that will happen while the students watch 
the play: 

• Language and stories can be a source of creativity and joy.

• Stories help us learn about ourselves, our families, and our communities. 

• Listening and speaking helps us to explore, share, and develop our ideas.

• Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.

• Readers use strategies to make sense of what they read, hear, and view.

The post show activities this play inspires will cover many of the expectations in the 
Language Arts curriculum. (See individual activities.)

Social Studies K-2: Listening and Collaborating are two main themes in the play Listen 
To Me. These are powerful themes for the early grades as students learn more about 
themselves and practice finding the “we” of a community. The core competency of 
“communication” is explored in this production. Some more specific curriculum areas 
covered for grade 2’s are:

• Healthy communities recognize and respect the diversity of individuals and care for the 
local environment.

• Recognizing the causes and consequences of events, decisions, and developments in 
their lives (cause and consequence)

• Identifying fair and unfair aspects of events, decisions, and actions in their lives and 
considering appropriate courses of action (ethical judgment)

• Exploring different perspectives of people, places, issues, and events in their lives 
(perspective)

• Learning how people’s needs and wants are met in communities.
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

PRE-SHOW DISCUSSION
(Note: Some teachers may wish to discuss the synopsis and the characters of the play 
with their students before they see the play. We like to leave these more specific questions 
until after the students have seen the play to give them the opportunity to be surprised 
and experience the theatrical unveiling of these elements. It also gives the educator an 
opportunity to assess how much their students take away on their own from the theatrical 
experience.)

What is the difference between a story and a piece of theatre? 

Some people think a play is the same thing as a story. This is not quite true. Theatre is 
“about spectacle and language and music and magic and actors and emotions and ideas” 
(Theatrical Innovation, Whose Job is it? Howard Shalwitz). Some forms of theatre don’t even 
have a story! Of course, most theatre has a story as one of its many elements. Listen To Me 
has a story that we hope your students will discover when they come see the play, but it is 
how that story is brought to life that makes it into theatre. 

How is theatre different from the movies? 

• Discuss how the theatre needs the imagination of its audience to work. Like when a 
book is read and the imagination magically creates the pictures in the reader’s head, 
the theatre uses the imagination of the audience to fill in the blanks and make them feel 
they are in another world.

• Activity: 

• Using simple mime, get the students to guess what you are picking up off the 
floor of the classroom. Say, “Put your hands up when you guess because it is 
super easy and I don’t want you all to call out.” A simple thing to start with is 
to pick up a baby. See the baby, admire the baby and then carefully pick it up 
in your arms, talking to it just like in real life. (It is fun to pretend to pick up the 
baby’s shirt and blow a raspberry on its tummy.) 

• Get the students to guess what you have in your arms. (If they make a wrong 
guess this is fine, just shows how there is lots of imagination in the room.)

• Once they have guessed show them that in fact – you just have two arms – 
there is actually nothing in them. It was their imaginations that made the picture 
happen in their heads. This is the magic of theatre.

• Discuss how a movie is different because the camera does the work of the imagination. 
The mind still follows the plot and you feel emotions, but the imagination does not have 
to work like it does when you read a book, go to a play or listen to music.
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PRE-SHOW ACTIVITY:  
Make-up your own Story
Cathy and Linda wanted to make up a play about “music”. They made up story after story 
before they finally decided to pursue the story about the two characters in Listen To Me. 
Here is a fun activity to help students free up their imaginations and use certain literary 
“ingredients”, to make up their own stories.

Objectives of exercise: 
• Free up the imagination of the students to make-up their own, original stories.

• Enhance the community of a classroom through the sharing of stories.

Learning Outcomes: Language Arts
• Use play and other creative means to discover foundational concepts of oral texts.

• Recognize the structure and elements of story.

• Engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers, as appropriate, to develop 
understanding of self, identity, and community.

• Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding.

Supplies: 
• Recipe cards or laminated blank playing cards.

• Marker 

Step One: Story Preparation: 6 min. 
• Gather the students into a circle.

• Discuss what ingredients you need to make up a story (Explain that words and paper 
and pencil are the tools that we use to make up a story – like the bowl, spoon, beater 
and oven are tools we need to make a cake.) Story ingredients: characters, and settings. 

• Discuss how stories can be true stories or made up stories.

• Brainstorm different characters that could be in a story. Include some inanimate 
objects. Write their ideas onto the recipe cards.

• Brainstorm different setting where a story could take place.

• Keep the two piles of cards separated.

Step Two: 3 min.
• Introduce the idea that another ingredient of a good story is plot (or action with a 

beginning, middle and ending).

• Ask someone in the circle to pick a card, any card, from the character pile. Repeat this 
process for a second character, and a setting.

• On the spot make up a short one minute story with a beginning, middle and an ending.
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Step Three: 4 min. 
• Repeat Step Two but this time ask for a student volunteer to make up the story from 

the cards they pick. (Keep these stories short. Prompt the student with: “then what 
happened, find your ending.”

Step Four: 10 minutes
• As a class, pick three cards from the two piles and write them on a board. 

• Working with partners, tell each other a one-minute story with a beginning, middle and 
an ending using these same ingredients. 

• Have a few students share their stories with the class.

OR: 

• Write or post the brainstormed characters and setting on the board and have each 
student pick their own two characters and setting to tell a story about.

Conclusion: 3 min.
Discuss how the play they are going to see, Listen To Me, began just like this. The writers 
had the idea of the characters and a setting and made up a story. After they had made up 
their story, they figured out how to make their story into a piece of theatre.

Literary Extension:  
(“Writing and representing” expectations of the Language Arts Curriculum)

• Ask older students to take twenty minutes to write out their own story. 

• Ask younger students to draw a picture that would go along with their story. 

• Have students make up their own “character” and “setting” recipe cards to make up 
stories with.

• Ask older students to illustrate their stories and display them on a bulletin board so 
everyone has a chance to read each other’s stories. Or, set up a reader’s corner and 
students share their stories throughout the week.
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POST-SHOW DISCUSSION:
Objective: To deepen the student’s thinking about the plot, characters and themes in 
Listen To Me. 

• Who were the characters in the play we saw? What did they want?

• What do you think was the story of the play we saw? What happened?

• What helped the two characters begin to understand each other?

• Did the two characters work well together at the beginning of the play? What happened 
to help them work well together at the end of the play?

• Who was Sparky? 

• Did Sparky help the characters? (listen to each other?) How?

• Where do you imagine Sparky comes from?

Literary extension: Have students draw or describe their own version of an 
imaginary land that Sparky could have come from.

THE CHARACTERS in Listen To Me:
LEO: Is the star of the concert and an opera singer. He has strong beliefs about what music 
is based upon his classical training. He is on a tour with his daughter who is the technician 
for his show.

AMANDA: Is the daughter of Leo, and the technician for his touring show. She loves 
making up her own music, using various sounds that she collects from the environment 
around her.

SPARKY: is a little creature who is not of our world. Amanda and Leo don’t know what kind 
of universe or world Sparky came from. Sparky interrupts the concert to help Amanda and 
Leo listen to each other and appreciate one another’s points of view. Sparky is made out of 
light and sound.

THE STORY of Listen To Me:
Before Leo’s concert, Amanda collects sounds from the audience and uses them to make 
her own style of music. She is composing a surprise birthday song for her dad, Leo. Leo 
becomes frustrated with Amanda’s actions as they are interrupting his concert and wants 
Amanda to stop making what he calls “noise.” Amanda and Leo can’t agree about what 
music really is, and just when it looks like there won’t be a concert at all, a surprise visitor 
turns things upside down. Together with the audience, Amanda and Leo discover how 
the little creature, who they call Sparky, is playing with them to try to get them to listen to 
each other. Finally, once Sparky has helped the dad and his daughter co-operate, the little 
creature blasts off to wherever he/she came from and Amanda and Leo take their bows 
together.
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THE THEMES of Listen To Me:
The play Listen To Me allows for an exploration of the relationship between sound and 
music. Other themes the play explores are listening, collaboration, communication and 
problem solving.

Music:
• What is music?

• What are the elements of music? 

Activity: Demonstrate the elements of Music

• Tempo:  Using a drum to keep a steady rhythm, have your students move around the 
room in different ways (ie. march, fly, hop, gallop, skip, walk etc.).  After 6 - 8 loco motor 
movements, write the names of your movements on a blackboard in order of slowest to 
fastest tempo.

• Rhythm: 

1. In a circle, have the students take turns clapping out different rhythms and have the 
class echo them back. 

2. Rhythm Name Game: (for older students) Sitting in a circle have everyone make 
this rhythm: SLAP, SLAP (slapping thighs twice) CLAP (hands in front) SNAP 
(snapping fingers, or another clap if snap not mastered). While keeping the SLAP, 
SLAP, CLAP, SNAP rhythm steady, take turns having each person say their name on 
the four beats of the rhythm.

• Pitch:  Growl like a bear in a LOW voice:  Chirp like a baby bird in a high 
voice.  Brainstorm other sounds that are LOW pitches and HIGH pitches: these could 
include animal sounds, sounds in nature (like a thunderstorm or wind rustling through 
leaves) or in your neighbourhood (like a car screech or a train whistle). 

• Harmony: 

1. Singing rounds like Row Row Row Your Boats is a great way to begin to work with 
harmony.   

2. Have everybody sing the first five notes of a major scale on the syllables: DO RE 
MI FA SO. Now sing them ascending and descending: DO RE ME FA SO FA ME 
RE DO.  Divide the class into two groups and sing those syllables up and down as 
a round. The second group starts on DO after the first group has sung the first two 
notes (DO RE).  You’ll hear harmonies in ME  FA SO then unison on FA (both groups 
will land on that note together as the second group is moving up as the first group is 
moving back down) then more harmonies before everyone eventually ends on DO.
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POST-SHOW ACTIVITY ONE: SOUND MAPPING
In the play, Amanda uses sounds to make music. A BBC documentary, “Noise, A Human 
History” explores how interaction with sound has shaped us over the past 100,000 years 
and how sounds were the human’s first inspirations to make music. Sound Mapping is a fun 
exercise for young students to open their ears to the different sounds in their outside and 
inside environments.

Objectives of exercise: 
• Listen to the sounds around us – the first inspirations to make music.

• Practice basic mapping skills

• Imagine the shape (are they long or short? Round or straight? Squiggly or straight?) and 
colour of a sound (is it a soft, quiet colour or a hard, loud colour? Use your imagination 
and HAVE FUN!!

Learning Outcomes: Art, Social Studies, 
• “Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to: ask questions; gather, interpret, and 

analyze ideas; and communicate findings and decisions” (mapping)

• “Interpret symbolism and how it can be used to express meaning through the arts”

Supplies:
• 11 x 17 size paper (or 8x10 paper if going outside with clipboards)

• pencils

Introduction:
• Discuss how Amanda uses sounds in the show and how sounds from our environment 

first inspired people to make music.

• Ask the students to close their eyes and listen to the sounds around them for 30 
seconds.

• Discuss which of these sounds could have been used as part of a piece of music.

Steps:
• Give each student a piece of paper and, using a pencil, ask them to make a small dot, 

(or small picture of themselves or an ear) in the very middle of the paper.

• Demonstrate to the students how they are going to map out sounds that come from 
the various directions around them. If they hear a sound that is directly in front of them, 
they will draw that sound above the dot in the centre of the paper. If the sound comes 
from the left of them, they will draw it to the left. If it comes from behind them they will 
draw it on the paper below themselves. (Sounds from above will be drawn in front, or 
behind, or to the sides.)

• Demonstrate how they will be drawing the shape of the sound itself - not the thing that 
made the sound. For example, the hum of a heater might be a thick line of sound, or the 
chirp of a bird might be a delicate twirl of a line. (Some students have a hard time with 
the abstract and will want to draw the bird or the heater, this is perfectly fine as they are 
still listening and mapping sounds.) Grade 3’s might want to make up symbols for their 
sounds to further their curriculum mapping skills.
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• Travel to the spot you’d like to make a sound map. Maps can be done outside or inside.

• Have the students sit for a minute and simply listen with their eyes closed to tune into 
the area.

• Have the students pick up their pencils and for the next 5 – 10 minutes draw the shapes 
of the sounds they hear in front of them, to the sides of them and behind them. 

• Take the sound maps back to a desk and ask the students to colour their maps, thinking 
back to each of their sounds and what colour that sound might be.

Conclusion
Demonstrate to the students how a sound map can be read back to the class by pointing to 
the direction and making the sound.

Have several students read their sound maps back to the class.

Ask what sounds could be made into a piece of music by adding pitch, rhythm and melody.
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ACTIVITY TWO: DRAWING TO MUSIC  
(Non-figural art)
Resource:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fj7aQTeTWo

Objectives of exercise: 
• Explore the feeling and movement of music.

• Use the imagination to play with the shape and colour of a sound. 

Learning Outcomes: Arts 
• “Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to: ask questions; gather, interpret, and 

analyze ideas; and communicate findings and decisions (mapping)”

• “Interpret symbolism and how it can be used to express meaning through the arts”

Supplies:
• Paper

• Crayons, pastels or paints

• Recorded music

INTRODUCTION:
• Discuss how different music can make us feel different ways.

• Discuss the difference between real and abstract art and let the students know that 
they will be exploring abstract art. (Demonstrate how you draw a dog, but then how you 
draw an abstract representation of a dog’s bark or run.)

• Explain that you are going to play a piece of music several times. As the music plays the 
students are to draw what they feel the music looks like. They can use different colours 
to show different energies and feelings.

STEPS:
• Choose your first piece of music and have the students close their eyes to listen to it, 

imagining what the music looks like.

• Play the music again and ask the students to use various colours to draw the shape and 
feeling they imagine for the music. Prompt the students so they know there is no right 
or wrong way to do this exercise. Encourage them to keep to abstract drawing (though 
some younger students can’t help but draw what they are seeing figuratively in their 
heads and this is just fine.)

• Play the music again while the students continue to draw. 

Adaptation: Let the students think of a story that goes along with the music. While the 
music is playing, allow them to draw out what is happening in their story: ie: a bee buzzing 
around, a wind blowing, a scary ghost haunting. This will make the work both figurative and 
non-figurative.
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Music Suggestions:

Gustov Holst: Planets
Bobby McFarren
Flight of the Bumblebees
John Williams movie scores
Pirates of the Caribbean

Variations:

• Using a paint program on the computer to draw. Screen share with a digital projector.

• Students can take turns drawing on a smart board.

• Students could also generate the music for others to draw, with actual or improvised 
instruments and voice.
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ACTIVITY THREE: CREATING AN AUDIO 
SOUNDSCAPE 
Soundscapes are a wonderful way to explore the relationship between sounds and music. 
In this exercise students will use their voices to make up audio soundscapes for various 
pictures. 

Resource: Meghan Phadke explores the concept of soundscape to great length in 
10-12 lesson plans developed for the New York City board of education: http://schools.
nyc.gov/offices/teachlearn/arts/CC%20Unit%20Plans/CC%20Unit%20Plan-Music-ES-
Soundscape.pdf

Objective: 

• Relate audio sounds to the world around us.

• Explore the sound of different environments.

• Listen and work together as a group to create something.

Learning Outcomes: 
Arts: Create artistic works collaboratively and as an individual using ideas inspired by 
imagination, inquiry, experimentation, and purposeful play

English Language Arts: Plan and create a variety of communication forms for different 
purposes and audiences

Supplies:

• Several pictures that will motivate students to make sounds

INTRODUCTION:
• Discuss with the students the job of a conductor in the orchestra and how the 

conductor uses signals to make the various groups of musicians begin to play, gets 
the musicians to play louder or softer, faster or slower and stops the various groups 
of musicians at different times. Show the students the hand signals you will use and 
explain eye communication.

• Explain that you are going to be the conductor for a soundscape that the students will 
be the musicians for. They will use body or audial sounds but no words.

STEP ONE:
• Show a picture of a rainforest. Brainstorm the different sounds that could be heard if 

there was an audio button on the picture.

• Divide the class into various groups and assign them each a section of the soundscape: 
ie: the birds, the weather, the animals, the leaves of a tree etc.

• Give each group one minute to practice their sounds.

• Bring the students back together, keeping them in their groups and orchestrate a 
Rainforest Soundscape.
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STEP TWO:
• Divide the students into groups of 5 and give each group a different picture of a 

different environment. Ask them to keep their group’s picture a secret.

• Ask each group to work on their own soundscape sounds. Depending upon age, the 
teacher may remain the conductor for each group or each group may choose their own 
conductor.  Give the groups 5 minutes to come up with their soundscapes. 

• Have the students perform their soundscape for the class and get the class to guess 
what kind of environment their soundscape was from.

• After the class has guessed, the group may show the class the picture of their 
soundscape.

CONCLUSION:

The co-writer and musical composer of Listen To Me, Cathy Nosaty, is often asked to 
create soundscapes for films and the theatre. Do you think it is important for a film to have a 
good soundscape? Why? What is the role of a soundscape in a movie or a piece of theatre?
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ACTIVITY FOUR: SOUND WAVES - Science
Though the properties of “sound” are part of the grade four curriculum, it might be fun to 
find out how much your students understand about the concept of vocal chords vibrating 
to produce sound after the show. There is a fun exercise one can do with a slinky to further 
demonstrate – in a simple way – how sound waves work.

Resource: Science Expeditionary Force at:

 http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/the-phenomenon-of-
sound-waves.cfm

Discovery Education: The Phenomenon of Sound at:

Waves.http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/the-
phenomenon-of-sound-waves.cfm )

ACTIVITY FIVE: DRAMA!
As William Vickers says in “Who’s Who”, acting is about figuring out how to do something 
for real. In the following exercises it is important that the students don’t “fool around”.  
Explain that this is a different style of acting, but for the purpose of these exercises we need 
to all work together as a team and keep things as if they were real.

WARM-UP GAME 
(Useful to help focus students to work as a team and trust each other before more in depth 
drama activities.)

Zoom: Helps the group learn to focus, listen and work with one another. Explain that acting 
– like passing a soccer ball in sports – depends upon eye-focus. An actor uses eye focus to 
let their fellow actor know what they need from them.

• Pass a “zoom” from person to person around the circle. The zoom is passed with the 
sound “zoom” and eye contact. Make sure each student receives the zoom by looking 
into the sender’s eyes, before passing it on.

• Pass another sound, like a “zip” around in the opposite direction. 

• Pass a zoom in one direction and a zip in the opposite direction at the same time. (Help 
the student who gets the Zoom and Zip at the same time pass them on.)
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DRAMA GAMES:
THE MACHINE: Exploring sound and movement. Co-operating and listening as a 
group.

Resource: Drama Resource:  http://dramaresource.com/drama-games/mime-and-
movement/essence-machines/

  

• Each student - using a simple, repeatable SIMPLE movement and sound - becomes 
part of a giant machine. One student begins, and gradually students add on. There is no 
actual touching. Ask the students to think of different levels. Once the machine is made, 
the owner of the machine (teacher) makes the machine speed up, slow down, become 
louder or softer, stop and go. 

• Extension: Groups of five students make up a machine and show the class. One of the 
group may be the owner and demonstrate the machine to the class, letting the class 
know what kind of machine it is, or what it makes.

• Imagination machine: The machine exercise can be used to launch the students into 
other worlds or characters. After the machine owner goes away, the machine falls to 
sleep and dreams of being different. You can use this to explore different curriculum you 
are learning in science or social studies. They could wake up in a different environment, 
like the desert, or outer space, or they could wake up as their favourite farm animal etc. 
Then the facilitator can guide them through their day or their journey. Finally the new 
characters go back to sleep and dream about a machine and when they wake up they 
either make a new machine together, or return to the original machine they were. At 
the end of the game, if the students changed into new individual characters or animals, 
allow them to share that with the group.

IMAGINATION OBJECTS:
In the play, Amanda and Leo make the object of Sparky come to life. This game is to 
use acting to make an object into something that it is not. The audience will use their 
imaginations to guess what the object has become.

Supplies:  A bag with six or seven normal household objects like: a shoe, a plate, a 
potato masher, a cup, a stick, a scarf, a wool sock, a wooden spoon.

• The teacher explains how an object can be used as something it is not and the 
imagination will accept it. Demonstrate using a pencil. Pretend the pencil is a 
telescope, or a trumpet, or a wand and ask the students to guess what it has become. 

• Now, with the students sitting in a circle, ask the first one to draw a mystery object out 
of a bag. The object is passed around the circle and each student uses it “for what it is 
not”. ie. a boot can become a hat or a nose or a paddle etc. The other classmates guess 
what the student has made the object into. (One or two guesses then the student will 
tell because it is often obscure with younger students.) After the object has travelled to 
five or six students, put it in the middle of the circle and have the next student draw a 
second mystery object. The students may use this one, or the one in the middle for their 
ideas.

• Continue until everyone in the circle has had a chance to use one of the drawn objects.
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PRESENTATION HOUSE THEATRE 

LAUGH, CRY, THINK, LEARN
Located between two bridges and in the home of three of Canada’s most famous 
suspension bridges, we believe in building bridges that create a shared experience in 
the performing arts. We build bridges between professional artists and the community, 
generations, diverse cultures, artists and artistic aesthetics. We are committed to bringing 
professional artists and audience together, transforming lives and encouraging us all to 
learn more about ourselves and our community. For those who can’t make it to PHT, we 
have taken our Young Audience shows across the Canada and into the US. Recently, we 
have developed new work in collaboration with theatre companies in Germany, Italy, and 
Quebec. These activities have raised our “bridge building” vision to a global perspective.

Presentation House Theatre Society’s mandate is:

To further the development of cultural projects and activities in the community by:

• advancing education in the arts for the benefit of the public, in particular but not 
exclusively the North Shore of Greater Vancouver and neighbouring districts.

• encouraging, and providing facilities for the understanding, appreciation and 
development of the arts generally and in particular in the field of dramatic art, music 
and craft.

To operate and manage Presentation House as a North Shore performing arts and 
community cultural centre. 
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History and Mission

Since 1978 Presentation House Cultural Society has overseen the animation and 
maintenance of the Presentation House Arts Centre and operated Presentation House 
Theatre (PHT), an intimate 160-seat theatre, situated in the rapidly expanding community 
of North Vancouver. The theatre space is flexible and suitable for creation, production and 
presentation of theatre, music and dance. The Anne MacDonald Studio is ideal for creation, 
workshops, and performing arts classes. The facility has a variety of meeting rooms and 
common areas accessible to a range of arts practitioners, stimulating connections and 
creativity. 

Our Mission is:

To create, develop, produce, present and tour professional theatre for children, youth and 
adults that connects generations and cultures.

To develop, create and present theatre where the relationship between the artist and 
audience is authentic, open and honest, allowing people to find space for themselves and 
their imaginations.

To promote the role of the artist in society locally, nationally, internationally and virtually.

To recognize the vital contribution of all staff and volunteers to achieving the mission.

To treasure the creativity of our audiences and participants and use every ticket and 
performance as an opportunity.

To create a home for artists, participants, audiences and staff, where new relationships and 
new ideas are born; a home that enables relationships to form between strangers because 
of their differences, as well as their similarities.

To contact new audiences and deepen engagement through programming immersive 
and participatory forms of theatre and other activities; through developing the use of our 
facilities as a community resource and a playground for artists and audiences.

Presentation House Theatre plays an important role in the cultural life of the North Shore 
by defining and building community, developing, producing and presenting an entertaining, 
engaging mix of theatre, dance and music, and by creating meaningful connections 
through the performing arts, in a global context.

333 Chesterfield Avenue
North Vancouver, BC V7M 3G9

Box Office: 604.990.3474
Administration: 604.990.3473

Fax: 604.990.3479
e-mail: admin@phtheatre.org


